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CliPDaR -- Climate Projection
Data base for Roads
Creating a basis for a trans-European
assessment of the impact of climate
change on the transport system.
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Climate change and the road sector
• Climate variability and Roads -- damages to roads
caused by climate phenomena
• Vulnerability of the transport system infrastructure
elements to climate events
• Climate change scenarios
• Downscaling methods
• The ensemble approach and the uncertainty chain
• Possible changes of relevant climate phenomena
• The guidebook (a unified European approach)
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infrastructure
of road traffic

• engineering work
e.g.

(bast)
• 38.288 bridges
• 220 tunnels
(asfinag)
• 5.160 bridges
• 150 tunnels
• 1.275 km noise abatement walls
• parking positions for
15.000/5.800 passenger cars/trucks

• roads

(Rijkswaterstaat)
• 2.749 viaducts
• 743 bridges
• 22 tunnels

e.g.

(bast)
• 53.000 km highways and
federal roads
(asfinag)
• 2.178 km high- and clearways
(Rijkswaterstaat)
• 3.046 km motorways
• 1.428 km connecting roads

physical/useful life: 30-50 years

physical/useful life: 80-100 years
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The current European flooding
The stationary cyclones ‘Dominik’ and ‘Frederik’
over Central Europe brought tremendous
precipitation totals. The situation was worsened
as the soil was soaked by numerous and
extensive precipitation events throughout
the weeks before (DWD).
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Climate phenomena causing damages
to the transport system e.g.:
• Melting snow caused several landslides along the
Brenner motorway (Tirol, Austria) in spring 2012 (left pic)
• Long term rain can give reason to mud/land-slides
• Heavy precipitation often produces road erosion and
damage road embankments.
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Climate phenomena causing damages
to the transport system e.g.:
• Frequent zero temperature crossings harm road
surfaces and cause frost heaves.
• Heat waves reason rutting, blow ups.
• All that are safety issues.
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Course of dependency: climate parameter
 imperiled elements of infrastructure
CLM‘s

•
•
•
•
•

superstructure, bearing structure
tunnel
hillside, slope
road surface
water pipeline construction

•
•
•
•
•

elements of infrastructure to be analyzed:
• bridges, - structures, - bed plates
• supporting structures, slope stabilizations
• tunnels, trough structures
• road surface
• attendant infrastructure
• irrigation- and drainage systems

thermal
wetness
dryness
storm
radiation

climate-parameters to be analyzed :
• days exceeding certain thresholds: hot days, tropical nights, heat-waves,
days with frost, icing days
• extremes of air temperature, diurnal variation, frost-dew-change
• extremes – and means of precipitation
• droughts
• sum of fresh fallen snow, snow depth
• maximum of wind speed, days with storm
• sunshine duration
• combined values: extreme rainfall after droughts, days with storm an snowfall,
days with storm within droughts, etc.
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Climate change projections
• Climate is the statistics of weather.
• Projections concerning the future are uncertain.
• A broad set of possible pathways likely encases
probable evolutions.
• GCMs show the response of the climate system to
pathways of mankind.
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Downscaling the continental scale
information to the scale of roads
• There are two principal ways of doing that: empirical
downscaling and dynamical downscaling, both
having advantages.
• The EU COST action VALUE deals with such
techniques. CliPDaR will profit thereof and
recommend proper approaches depending on the
regarded climate element.
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The ensemble approach
• Climate change scenarios (aka ‘projections’) are
estimations how the climate of a certain region may
evolve in the future, based on a set of assumptions.
• There are inherent uncertainties associated with these
projections, which are related to the potential
development of mankind (which are formulated by so
called emission scenarios) and the models that
simulate the behaviour of the climate system etc.
• As such it is necessary to take into account a number of
different projections (=an ensemble) to assess the
relevance of a certain evolution.
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The chain of uncertainty -- from
the scenarios to adaption measures
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The statistics of weather (=climate)
may change significantly
The probability of climate events exceeding thresholds may significantly
increase. This may apply to precipitation totals/minute, heat waves, wet
spells, gusts, etc. It seems reasonable to be prepared, especially
regarding the rather long lifetime of the assets.
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The ensemble approach
• A number of scenarios, GCMs, Downscaling
techniques gives a corridor of projections of
probable climate pathways for the next decades.
CliPDaR largely profits from the project KLIWAS that
provides an ensemble of climate projections.
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Projected change of warm/cold days
2081-2100 compared to 1981-2000; 14 GCMs involved
Cold days

Days with Tmax>30°C

Year
Jahr

Warm days

summer

winter

Pronounced
increase:
Number of warm
and hot days with
Tmax >30°C

Decreasing: number
of cold days
rarer

more often

rarer

more often

rarer

more often
Quelle: IPCC-Bericht SREX 2012
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The future Climate may impact infrastructure
differently than it did in the past
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One possible adaption measure?
• Solar panel Roads -- cool during summer, preventing
icy conditions in winter?
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CliPDaR guidebook
One output of CliPDaR (together with the partner project ROADAPT, especially
the KMNI
) is a guidebook that sets the frame which Downscaling methods
to apply and hence which regional scale climate projections to use when
estimating possible changes (in frequency and intensity) of climatic events that
damage roads. This shall help to do risk assessments throughout Europe based
on a unified approach (coherent methods and scenarios).

The mission of CliPDaR is to issue a guidebook setting a
standard regarding data and methods that shall serve as
a basis for pan-European traffic infrastructure risk
assessments.
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Thank you for your attention!

